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Some questions are so big that everyone should know the answers.
The Big Questions: Memory delves into a fascinating multifaceted subject that touches on the nature of personal identity,
intelligence, knowledge, consciousness, computer science and
even the existence of the soul.
AIMS
Everyone has questions, some are easy to answer, others need an
expert. Who would you be without your memories? Since the days
of John Locke in the 17th century, philosophers have wrestled
with the role taken by our memory in forming a person’s identity
and knowledge. What is a memory, anyway? An event from your
life, a fact learned from a book, or a cluster of cells in the brain?
Neuroscientists have been attempting to pinpoint a physical trace
of memories in the brain. The models they have created described
the act of learning and remembering with concepts such as longterm and short-term memories, but the memory trace is still
something of a mystery. Will the latest scans of the functioning
brain be able to finally pinpoint where one memory begins and
another ends?
The Questions:  Where are my memories?  Who would I be
without my memories?  Do I really forget things?  How do I
learn new things?  Are any of my memories really true?  How
can I remember better?  Did I know anything when I was born?
 Is my memory like a computer’s?  Can my memories be
recorded?  How do animals’ memories compare to a human’s? 
Why do older people become forgetful?  Can we manufacture
memories?

Key Selling Points






Provides definitive or Best Guess answers to 12 fundamental
questions
Written in an easily accessible style with numerous illustrations
Suitable for anyone with an interest in the mysteries of memory
Certain to provoke interesting discussions
Internationally relevant
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